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Figure 1. Our method synthesizes diverse animator guided human motion such as sitting and grabbing in diverse 3D scenes. We urge readers to watch the
supplementary video for more results.

Abstract

We introduce a method to synthesize animator guided hu-
man motion across 3D scenes. Given a set of sparse (3 or
4) joint locations (such as the location of a person’s hand
and two feet) and a seed motion sequence in a 3D scene,
our method generates a plausible motion sequence starting
from the seed motion while satisfying the constraints im-
posed by the provided keypoints. We decompose the contin-
ual motion synthesis problem into walking along paths and
transitioning in and out of the actions specified by the key-
points, which enables long generation of motions that sat-
isfy scene constraints without explicitly incorporating scene
information. Our method is trained only using scene ag-

nostic mocap data. As a result, our approach is deployable
across 3D scenes with various geometries. For achieving
plausible continual motion synthesis without drift, our key
contribution is to generate motion in a goal-centric canon-
ical coordinate frame where the next immediate target is
situated at the origin. Our model can generate long se-
quences of diverse actions such as grabbing, sitting and
leaning chained together in arbitrary order, demonstrated
on scenes of varying geometry: HPS, Replica, Matterport,
ScanNet and scenes represented using NeRFs. Several ex-
periments demonstrate that our method outperforms exist-
ing methods that navigate paths in 3D scenes.
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1. Introduction
Our goal is to generate animator guided rich long-term

human behavior in arbitrary 3D scenes, including a vari-
ety of actions and transitions between them. Such a system
should allow for goal-directed generation of humans mov-
ing about from one place to another, for example, walking
towards the couch to sit on it, and then standing up and ap-
proaching the shelf to grab something from it, as illustrated
in Figure 1. It should allow users to specify with minimal
interaction what kind of actions to perform, while keeping
the realism and expressivity required for applications such
as synthetic data generation, robotics, VR/AR, gaming, etc.

While the community has seen promising progress in an-
imator guided motion synthesis in 3D scenes, most works
are restricted to a single action and do not handle transitions
[73, 69, 62], preventing them from producing long range
diverse motion. They are also not deployable in a wide va-
riety of real scenes [58, 65, 66, 26]. The reason for this is
that they synthesize motion by conditioning on scene geom-
etry and require training on a dataset featuring 3D humans
interacting in 3D scenes and objects [27, 26, 73]. Gener-
alizing these methods to arbitrary 3D scenes would require
collecting motion data registered to a myriad of possible 3D
scenes and objects, which is not scalable.

In contrast, humans can navigate cluttered scenes, pick
objects from a shelf they have never seen before, and sit on
novel furniture and surfaces. Most of the clutter in the scene
is often ignored, and what matters most are not the exact de-
tails of the object / scene geometry but whether they afford
each action. Our hypothesis is that motion, to a large ex-
tent, is driven to avoid obstacles and focused on reaching
the next immediate goal or target contacts in the environ-
ments. Thus, it should be possible to generate human mo-
tion without accounting for all the details in the 3D scene.

Based on this insight, we propose a novel framework for
animator-guided motion synthesis in 3D scenes without re-
lying on scene-registered motion data. As such, our method
can be trained on regular mocap data, which is relatively
easily captured and abundantly available [46]. Since our
method does not explicitly condition on the geometry of the
scene, it can be deployed across 3D scenes with varied ge-
ometry.

Our method relies on two key observations: first, we can
represent actions in a 3D scene as a set of sparse desired
target contacts (we use 3 or 4 contacts such as the location
of the two feet and a hand or the location of two feet and
the root) to be reached, which we refer to as action key-
points. These keypoints can be provided by an animator
using an interface or generated by automated heuristics, al-
lowing animators to trade off the speed and control over the
generation motion. An interesting finding in this paper is
that action keypoints are a powerful abstraction of several
actions in 3D scenes, and can be used to execute instruc-

tions such as “sit there” or “grab at this height”. Second,
avoiding obstacles in 3D scenes can be achieved by path
following. The challenge is to follow arbitrarily long paths,
smoothly making the human transition into and out of the
action, and then walk towards the next target. For this, we
break down motion into three pieces: walking, transition
into and out of an action. For path following and transi-
tions, we introduce the idea of training a motion synthe-
sis model entirely with scene-agnostic motion data to reach
the origin of a canonical coordinate frame. For navigating
paths, this model is sampled iteratively to converge at the
origin of the canonical coordinate frame defined using way-
points and tangents on the path. For transitions in and out
of actions, motion is synthesized by placing target poses at
the origin of the canonical coordinate frame. By iteratively
synthesizing motion in the canonical coordinate frame, our
method allows for long range motion synthesis that transi-
tions between walks and various actions in a 3D scene.

Unlike existing methods for motion synthesis [26, 58],
our method allows for synthesizing motion without requir-
ing any manual phase or action annotation.

For the first time, we demonstrate long-range human
motion synthesis on a wide range of scene datasets:
Replica [61], Matterport [8], HPS [22], Scannet [10] and
a NeRF scene. Furthermore, we show that our model can
perform actions at different places, such as grabbing from
any shelf, table or cabinet at any height or sitting on any sur-
face that affords sitting. We will make our code and models
publicly available which can be used by animators to syn-
thesize goal directed human motion across 3D scenes.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

• We present a method that departs from existing meth-
ods for motion synthesis in 3D scenes by only us-
ing regular motion capture data and that is deployable
across varied 3D scenes.

• We introduce a novel idea of iteratively converging
motion at the origin of a canonical coordinate frame,
which allows to synthesize long-range motion in 3D
scenes.

2. Related Work
Human Motion Prediction without the 3D scene. Pre-
dicting the dynamics of human motion is a long studied
problem in computer vision and graphics. Classic works ex-
plored using Hidden Markov Chains [5] and Gaussian Pro-
cesses [64], physics based models [44] for predicting future
motion. Recently, recurrent neural networks [19, 31] have
been used for motion prediction [17, 48, 3] also in combina-
tion with Graph Neural Networks [36, 47, 40, 11], and vari-
ational Auto-encoders [35] to add diversity [23, 74]. Yuan
et al. [71]. An intrinsic problem of recurrent methods is that
they drift over time [1].
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Figure 2. Overview of our method. We generate human motion satisfying keypoint constraints by diving it into 3 stages: a Walk Motion,
which animates the human as it walks between keypoints, a Transition-In, which blends the walking motion with the pose specified by
the keypoints and a Transition-Out, which animates the human back to the walking pose. We use an autoregressive transformer, WalkNet,
to synthesize the walking motion, and a masked-autoencoder transformer to generate the blending motion. By moving the motion into a
Goal-Centric Canonical Coordinate Frame our method can generalize to a wide set of 3D scenes.

More recent approaches employ transformers to gener-
ate unconditional or text and music conditioned motion se-
quences [1, 41, 39, 51, 52]. We also build on transformer
architectures but aim to generate motion in real 3D scenes.

Motion Inbetweening [14, 25, 49, 70, 2, 34] is another
classic paradigm for motion synthesis where the task is to
fill in frames between animator provided keyframes.

Our approach builds on recent progress in transformer
architectures [41], and classical ideas such as motion inbe-
tweening, combined with the novel idea of a canonical co-
ordinate frame and action keypoint representation in order
to generate motion in 3D scenes.

Character Control in Video Games. Motion match-
ing [54], its learnt-variant [9, 32] and motion graphs [38,
15, 37, 56, 55] are classical methods often employed in the
industry for generating kinematic motion sequences, con-
trolled by environment and user specified constraints. Sim-
ilar to our goal, some works [53, 7] use a combination of
these approaches and IK to generate human behaviors in
synthetic scenes. However, these approaches require sig-
nificant human effort to author realistic animations, and IK
approaches easily produce non-realistic animations.

Deep learning variants such as Holden et al. [33] intro-
duce phase-conditioning in a RNN to model the periodic
nature of walking motion. In several works by Starke et al.
[58, 60, 59] the idea of local phases is extended to synthe-
size scene aware motion, basketball motion and martial arts
motion. All these methods generate convincing motion but
phases are non-intuitive for non-periodic motion and often
require manual labelling.

Static Human Pose Conditioned on Scenes. The rela-
tionship between humans, scenes, and objects is another
recurrent subject of study in computer vision and graph-
ics. Classical works include methods for 3D object de-
tection [20, 21] and affordance prediction using human
poses [12, 18, 16].

Several recent works, generate plausible static poses
conditioned on the a 3D scene [42, 74, 68, 72, 28, 76] using
recently captured human interaction datasets [27, 22, 57, 4,
63, 6]. Instead of static poses, we generate motion coherent
with the scene which is significantly harder.

Scene Aware Motion Synthesis. Some works leverage
reinforcement learning to synthesize navigation in synthetic
3D scenes [43, 75]. Other works focus on a single action,
such as grabbing [62, 69] but do not demonstrate transitions
to new motions. These methods are not demonstrated in real
3D scenes with multiple objects and clutter. Recent real in-
teraction datasets [27, 22, 57, 4, 63, 6] have powered meth-
ods to synthesize 3D scene aware motion [66, 65, 6, 67].
These datasets are crucial to drive progress, but do not cap-
ture the richness and variety of real world scenes. Hence,
these methods are often demonstrated only on small scenes
from PROX [27] and Matterport [8].

We draw inspiration from Hassan et al. [26] which com-
bine path planning with neural motion synthesis, and from
Zhang et al. [73] which synthesize contact controlled hu-
man chair interaction. These methods require the geometry
of the isolated interacting object as input, which make them
hard to generalize to real 3D scenes. Unlike these meth-
ods, we demonstrate long chained sequences of actions in
generic real 3D scenes, which is enabled with our origin
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Figure 3. a) Using keypoints and tangents along a path, we move motion from the scene coordinate frame into b) the goal-centric canonical
coordinate frame, where c) WalkNet synthesizes motion that converges at the origin of the coordinate frame. d) Once the synthesized
motion reaches the origin, we move it back to the scene coordinate frame.

canonicalization and action keypoints.

3. Method

Our method takes as input a seed motion sequence and a
list of action keypoints {a1, . . . ,an} specifying interactions
at different locations in the scene. These keypoints can be
specified by users or generated using language commands
and scene segmentations (Sec. 3.2). Our goal is to synthe-
size motion that starts at the seed motion and transitions in
and out each of the action keypoints in the input list.

The first step is to optimize for a pose that fits the action
keypoints at target locations using Inverse Kinematics and
a pose-prior 3.3). These poses along with the starting seed
motion act as anchors to guide the motion synthesis process.

Using scene-agnostic motion capture data placed in a
goal-centric canonical coordinate frame (Sec. 3.4), we train
Walknet (Sec. 3.5) to synthesize walking motion that con-
verges at the origin of a canonical coordinate frame, and
TransNet (Sec 3.6) that synthesizes motion inbetween a
seed motion sequence and a target pose also at the origin.
At test time (see Fig. 2), WalkNet is used to reach canonical-
ized intermediate goals along a path computed with a path
planning algorithm, thus creating long motion by succes-
sively reaching the origin. Once the walking motion reaches
the vicinity of an anchor pose, TransNet synthesizes transi-
tion from walking motion to the anchor pose and vice versa.
This allows to synthesize motion in 3D scenes without the
need for motion data coupled with 3D scenes. Our frame-
work is general and highly modular, which allows it to be
updated with novel methods for motion synthesis.

3.1. SMPL Body Model

We use the SMPL body model [45] to represent
the human subject. SMPL is a differentiable function
M(ϕ,θ, t,β) that maps global body orientation ϕ, pose
θ, translation t and shape β parameters to the vertices of
a human mesh along with the 3D joint locations of the
SMPL skeleton. We assume that β remains static through-
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Figure 4. Using language instruction and semantic segmentation,
keypoints can be automatically placed in a 3D scene.

out our method. We denote motion sequences as an or-
dered list of SMPL parameter tuples. For example C =
[(r,ϕ,θ)j ]j=1:D denotes a motion sequence of D frames.

3.2. Generating Keypoints in a Scene

Keypoints can be efficiently collected using a 3D user
interface, as described in the supp. mat, or keypoints can be
inferred from the geometry of the scene, and can be there-
fore generated via action labels or language. An example
of automatic KP generation can be seen in Fig. 4. Given a
point cloud of the scene with semantic labels and a language
description of a task, we can use simple heuristics to gen-
erate keypoints that can synthesize the described motion.
More details can be found in the supp. mat.

3.3. From Action Keypoints to an Anchor Pose

The first step is to infer a pose from the action keypoints
in a target location a = {ki}Pi=1, where ki ∈ R3 indi-
cates the desired locations for corresponding SMPL joints
denoted as mi(·). We find as few as three to four joints
(P = 3, 4) are usually sufficient. Since the problem is
heavily under-constrained we optimize the latent space of
VPOSER [50] dennoted as z. Denoting f(z) 7→ (ϕ, θ) as
the mapping from the latent space z to the SMPL pose pa-
rameters, we minimize the following objective

z, t = argmin
z,t

P∑
i=1

||mi(f(z), t)− ki||2 (1)



Please see the supplementary material for further details to
make the optimization well behaved. We repeat this step
for each target action a1 . . .aN , obtaining N pose-anchors
A = {tAi ,ϕ

A
i ,θ

A
i }i=1:N .

3.4. Canonical Coordinate Frame

One of our key ideas to sythesize motion in 3D scenes
is to make transformers synthesize motion that always con-
verge at the origin of a canonical coordinate frame. This
way at test time long motion is composed by consecutively
going to the next goal placed at the origin. Thus, we canon-
icalize the training sequence clips by using the planar trans-
lation tC , and rotation RC of the last frame in a sequence
clip as follows

ϕC
j = R−1

C ϕj , rCj = R−1
C (rj − tC) . (2)

By construction, this transformation outputs a new set
of L frames [(rC ,ϕC ,θ)j ]j=1:L, where the last pose is at
the origin and oriented towards a canonical axis of orienta-
tion γ (arbitrary fixed axis). Let X denote a matrix whose
columns are vectorized motion parameters (pose and trans-
lation combined) We will use the following notation to de-
note the canonicalization in Eq. (2) for a full sequence as

XC = C(X;RC , tC) (3)

Synthesizing motion in the goal-centric canonical coor-
dinate frame, allows us to synthesize walking motion along
paths in a 3D scene (Sec. 3.5) and transitions in and out of
actions (Sec. 3.6) without the need for scene registered data.

3.5. WalkNet

Training. Using walking sequence clips of variable
lenght L canonicalized (last pose at origin), we train
WalkNet. WalkNet takes K motion frames as input Winp =

[(rW ,ϕW ,θW )j ]j=1:K and predicts the next K frames in
the sequence Wout = [(rW ,ϕW ,θW )j ]j=K:2K . The train-
ing sub-clips of size 2K < L are randomly sampled from
the training walking sequences.

Expressing sequences as matrices (columns are transla-
tions and poses) as explained in the previous section, the
transformer takes as input a matrix Xin ∈ RK×219 and out-
puts a matrix Xout ∈ RK×219. We denote the learned map-
ping as T : Xin 7→ Xout. Note that we input the pose
as vectorized joint rotation matrices, which make learning
more stable compared to using joint angles.

Test time. We use the WalkNet to follow long paths, by
breaking the path into intermediate goals that are canoni-
calized to the origin (Fig. 3). To traverse scenes avoiding
obstacles, we compute the path between the seed motion I
and the first anchor pose A1 using A-star[24]. Along the
path, we sample P goals and compute tangents to the path:

{qp, lp ∈ R3}p=1...P . Then we recursively canonicalize
such that tangents lp align with the canonical axis γ. Hence,
canonical translation and rotation are computed as follows

tC = qp, RC = exp(lp × γ
∧

) (4)

where exp(·) is the exponential map recovering the rotation
from the screw-symmetric matrix lp × γ

∧
. With this, the

motion sequence from goal p − 1 to goal p is obtained by
canonicalizing, predicting future motion with the learned
mapping T and uncanonicalizing

Xin
C(·,RC ,tC)−−−−−−−→ XC

in
T−→ XC

out

C(·,RT
C ,−tC)−−−−−−−−→ Xout. (5)

Although the transformer outputs K future frames, at test
time, we use it recursively with a stride of 1 for better
performance. That means we effectively predict one pose at
a time, and we discard the K +1 : 2K frames. In this man-
ner, the motion always goes to the origin, we never have to
explicitly send the goal coordinates as input to the network,
and we do not drift. When we are sufficiently close to an
anchor pose, we predict the transition with TransNet.

3.6. TransNet

We synthesize transitions between walks and actions
again in a canonicalized frame. To do so, we train TransNet
- a transformer based motion inbetweener - using AMASS
sequences placed in the canonical coordinate frame. The
task of TransNet is to fill in the motion from a seed sequence
Xin to a target anchor pose.

Training. We train TransNet by asking it to recover train-
ing clips from masked out ones. We observe that directly
asking to infill many frames does not work reliably. Inspired
by training of language models [13], we progressively grow
the mask during training until the desired length. Formally,
let X be a training clip of length M , let V ∈ [0, 1]M×219

be a matrix mask with zero-column vectors for the frames
that need to be infilled. The network is tasked to recover X
from the masked out matrix X ⊙ V. The mask V is pro-
gressively grown to mask all the motion frames between M

2
to M − 1 frames – everything except the seed motion and
the last anchor pose. For more details, please see supp. mat.

Test time We use TransNet to synthesize transitions in
3D scenes by moving M

2 frames of a motion sequence into
the canonical coordinate frame by using the orientation and
position of the motion-anchor pose - the motion-anchor
pose is thus placed at the origin of the canonical coordinate
frame. TransNet is then tasked to infill the missing frames.
(Fig. 5)

3.7. Chained actions

With our models and representations we can chain ac-
tions trivially. At run time, we have to satisfy an arbitrary
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Figure 5. Using a) the motion-anchor pose in the 3D scene (purple), b) we move the motion sequence into the canonical coordinate frame.
c) There TransNet synthesizes transitions (blue) between the input motion and the pose placed at the origin (purple). d) Once the motion is
synthesized, we move it back to the scene coordinate frame.

number of actions keypoints {a1, . . .aN} at different lo-
cations. First we compute anchor poses as explained in
Sec. 3.3. Obstacle free paths connecting the locations of ac-
tions are computed with A*. We rely on WalkNet to follow
paths until we are sufficiently close to the first anchor pose.
Feeding TransNet with the last M/2 predicted frames of
WalkNet and the anchor pose, we predict the transition into
the first anchor pose. To transition out we also use TransNet
with no modification. We sample a location along the path
from a1 to a2 at a fixed distance δ and place a walking pose
from our database. TransNet then can transition into this
walking pose (Fig. 5). Then we activate WalkNet and the
process is repeated until all actions are executed. In addi-
tion, we can repeatedly use TransNet to execute several ac-
tions at the same location, like grabing at different heights.

4. Experiments
In this section we present implementation details of our

method. Next, we compare our approach with existing
methods. Our experiments show that we clearly outperform
existing baselines. Next, we ablate our design choices and
finally present qualitative results of our method.

4.1. Implementation Details

WalkNet and TransNet are BERT [13] style full-attention
transformers. Both consist of 3 attention layers - each com-
posed of 8 attention heads. We use an embedding size of
512 for both transformers. For more details please see the
supplementary material. For training both transformers, we
set the learning rate to 1e−5. Both networks are trained
using an L2 loss. We set M = 120 and K = 30. We ex-
perimented with three different values of M and found that
M = 120 produces the least foot-skating. Please see the
supplementary material for this experiments.

4.2. Datasets

Motion Data: To train TransNet and Walknet we use the
large mocap dataset AMASS [46]. For exact details how
this is done, please see the supplementary material.

Scene Datasets: We demonstrate that our method is able
to generate realistic human motion in scenes from Matter-
port3D, HPS, Replica and ScanNet datasets. All these
datasets have been reconstructed using RGB-D scanners or
LIDAR scanners and contain scans with sizes ranging from
20 m2 to 1000 m2. While Replica, Matterport scenes con-
tain perfect geometry, ScanNet scenes do not. Our method
is able to generalize across all these scenes.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics:

We compare our method with existing baselines using
perceptual studies and a foot skate metric. Additionally, we
ablate various components of our method with the same foot
skate metric.

Perceptual Study: We synthesize two motion se-
quences - one using our method and another using a base-
line method and show the two synthesized sequences to par-
ticipants in our perceptual study. The participant is asked to
answer “Which motion looks most realistic?” and “Which
motion satisfies scene constraints best?”. The study is con-
ducted in such a manner that the participant is forced to
choose one of two motions in front of him.

Foot Skating (FS): The foot-skate metric measures how
much foot-skate occurs during a synthesized motion mea-
sured in cm/frame. For N frames, it is defined as:

s =

N∑
p=1

[vp(2− 2
hp
H )1hp<=H ]

where hp is the height of the vertex and vp is the velocity of
a foot vertex on the right toe in frame p and H = 2.5 cm

4.4. Comparison with Baselines

As aforementioned, no method addresses the task of con-
tinual motion synthesis in arbitrary 3D scenes. For com-
pleteness we do our best to compare our approach with three
existing methods: SAMP [26], GAMMA [75], Wang et al.
[66] which all generate animator guided motion by navi-
gating A* paths in 3D scenes. Though, these methods use
different forms of animator guidance - such as action labels,



Ours SAMP Ours GAMMA Ours Wang et al.
Which motion is most realistic (%) ↑ 71.8 28.2 95.6 4.4 100 0
Which motion satisfies scene constraints best (%) ↑ 76.8 23.2 100 0 100 0

Table 1. Comparisons between our method and existing baselines using a perceptual study.

Language Manual WalkNet MoGlow TransNet NeMF
Foot Skate (cm/f) ↓ 0.93 0.92 0.91 1.88 1.1 1.54
User Study (%) ↑ 53.8 46.2 75.7 24.3 66.8 33.2

Table 2. Analysis of different components in our method. We compare our method with different baselines across three design components:
using language based or manually specified keypoints, the walking motion and the transition motion.

Ours SAMP GAMMA Wang et al.
Foot-skate ↓ 0.91 1.34 0.94 4.53

Table 3. Comparisons between our method and existing baselines
using the foot-skate metric.

we modify them by incorporating the KP information used
by our method. Note that except GAMMA, none of these
baselines can be deployed in arbitrary 3D scenes without
significant modifications, as described below.

SAMP: SAMP is written entirely in Unity and can only
synthesize sitting and lying actions in synthetic scenes. Un-
like SAMP our method requires no manual action annota-
tion. The object of interaction and the action to perform are
the animator guidance provided as input to SAMP. SAMP
synthesizes motion by explicitly conditioning on the geom-
etry of the object of interaction, and by navigating A* paths.
For comparison with SAMP, we represent the object of in-
teraction in one of our test scenes with a synthetic object in
Unity. Using KPs, we represent the orientation of action in
our test scene and use this orientation to port A* paths used
in our test 3D scene into Unity and run the publicly available
code of SAMP. For exact details, please see the supp. mat.
Note that SAMP cannot synthesize chained actions nor can
it be deployed in arbitrary 3D scenes. For instance it can-
not sit on stairs nor can it perform a grabbing action near a
bookshelf. The comparison is included for completeness as
SAMP also navigates A* paths.

Wang et al.: We run the pre-trained code of Wang et al.
on scenes from HPS, Replica and Matterport Datasets. In-
stead of using action labels to generate anchor poses as done
in the original paper, we replace this step with the motion
anchors generated using our inverse kinematics step. Since
Wang et al. [66] is trained using the PROX dataset and syn-
thesizes navigational motion across A* paths by explicitly
conditioning on scene geometry, it does not generalize at all
to 3D scenes beyond these datasets.

GAMMA: GAMMA only navigates 3D scenes and is
unable to synthesize human-scene interaction. Similiar to
the navigation part of our method, it uses the start and end
of a path as animator guidance. For the purpose of this
comparison, we generate a set of paths in 3D scenes us-
ing A* and synthesize walking motion along this path using

GAMMA and our method. GAMMA is unable to follow the
exact waypoints of the path and as such produces significant
interpenetrations with the 3D scene.

For visualizations of motion synthesized by these base-
lines, please see the supplementary video. We synthesize 5
motion sequences of a total duration of 300 seconds using
each method in 5 different scenes for our perceptual study.
In Tab. 1, we report the results of our perceptual study with
50 participants (see Sec. 4.3). Each column corresponds to
the percentage of users who choose the method correspond-
ing to the column heading. Our results are preferred by a
vast majority of the participants. In Tab. 3, we report the
numbers corresponding to foot skate metric.

4.5. Ablation Studies
Can TransNet be replaced with other inbetweeners?

We compare TransNet with the SoTA inbetweening method
NeMF [29] for the task of transitioning in and out of ac-
tions. For our task of infilling M

2 −1 frames in the canonical
coordinate frame, TransNet produces more natural motion
and less foot skating. We hypothesize that this occurs as
NeMF is a general purpose inbetweener that can infill an
arbritrary number of frames, whereas TransNet is a motion
inbetweener custom designed for the purpose of infilling
M
2 −1 motion frames in the canonical coordinate frame. We

conduct a new user study with 36 participants, asking users
to rate the naturalness of 20 motion sequences by NeMF
and TransNet. Results are reported in Tab 2.

Can WalkNet be replaced with other path following
methods? We provide comparisons with SAMP, Wang et
al, and GAMMA which all navigate A* paths. As our ex-
periments illustrate, our method outperforms these exist-
ing methods for navigation. For further completeness, we
trained the SoTA walking method, MoGlow [30], on our
walking data . When deployed on 150-200 meter long A*
paths, it produces significant foot-skating after about 30
secs. We hypothesize that this occurs because MoGlow
synthesizes motion in an egocentric coordinate frame, and
hence the control signal provided by A* changes rapidly
which leads MoGlow to synthesize motion with significant
drift. We compare our method to MoGlow on these paths
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Figure 6. Our method allows to generate motion that generalizes across different scenes. Here we show motion generation in scenes from
4 different datasets: Replica [61], Matterport [8], HPS [22] and Scannet [10].

Grab Sit StretchGrab – two hands

Figure 7. The keypoint representation allows us to generate diverse and highly controllable motion. We show here examples of different
grabbing, sitting and newly defined motions.

using a user study with 36 participants in Tab. 2, where our
approach outperforms MoGlow.

How well does language based keypoint placement
work? In this experiment, we compare motion synthesized
using manual keypoint placement with language based key-
point placement. We synthesize 5 motion sequences using
keypoints generated by these two approaches and compare
the sythesized sequences using a user study with 36 partici-
pants. When used for motion synthesis, these KPs produce
similar quality as manual KP placement (Tab. 2).

How long does it take for a user to provide keypoints
manually? We develop a user interface which allows users
to navigate 3D scenes and to click on locations of interac-
tion. We instruct 7 participants how to navigate 3D scenes
with our user interface. On average it takes 245 seconds for
users to learn the interface. We then ask each user to pro-
vide 5 sets of 3 action keypoints (the location of the root and
the two feet or the location of one hand and two feet) for a
total of 15 keypoints per scene in 5 different 3D scenes. On
average it takes 125 seconds to select these points per scene.

4.6. Qualitative Results

Please watch the supp. video for qualitative evalua-
tion. In Figure 6, we demonstrate examples of motion gen-
erated in scenes from 4 different datasets: Replica [61],
Matterport[8], HPS[22] and Scannet[10]. Morover, repre-
senting the motion as Action Keypoints allows us to have
high control and diversity over the generated motions. In
Figure 7 we show how this representation allows us to sit or
pick objects at different heights (left column), or generate
actions such as grabbing with two hands or stretching.

5. Limitations and Conclusions

We presented the first method to synthesize continual hu-
man motion in scenes from the HPS, Matterport, ScanNet,
and Replica. Our core contribution is a novel method for
long-range motion synthesis via iterative canonicalization
and the use of keypoints to decouple scene reasoning from
motion synthesis, and provide a flexible interface to synthe-
size motion. We demonstrated that our method works better
than existing solutions that generate motion in 3D scenes.



While our approach presents an important step towards
long-range motion synthesis in 3D scenes, it also has limi-
tations: It assumes a horizontal floor and thus does not sup-
port scenes with uneven floors. It also assumes valid key-
point configurations: if the keypoints provided by the user
do not conform to a valid pose, the pose produced by the
IK step will not look realistic, producing unnatural motion.
In the future we hope to remove this limitation by reducing
the number of required keypoint inputs. We hope that the
proposed approach drives new research towards continual
human motion in arbitrary 3D scenes.
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